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AI4Media Results
in Brief: Key societal 
concerns of AI 
applications in Media This factsheet presents six societal concerns of AI 

applications that affect or impact the media industry 
and presents core points of consideration for the 
media industry, policy makers and AI researchers 
who engage with the media sector.
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Societal Concern #1
Biases and discrimination

AI is on one hand discussed as a potential solution to 
mitigating existing media biases (e.g., overrepresentation 
of male sources). On the other hand, AI systems can sustain 

and further amplify existing biases (e.g., in content moderation 

where minorities are less protected from hate speech). This will 

lead to severe long-term effects on the role of media in 

society and the democratic practices it cultivates.
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Societal Concern #2
Media (in)dependence
and commercialisation

The platformisation of society also applies to the media sector, who 

are dependent on e.g., social media in their distribution of content 

and entangled in commercial data infrastructures, as well as 

commercial vendors of AI solutions. One major concern regarding 
this commercialisation and dependence on different platforms is 
the effects of such dependencies on the media independence.
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Societal Concern #3
Inequalities in access to AI

While the use of AI is expanding rapidly, it is not doing so equally 
across the world and the primary benefactors of AI solution remains 
the global north and particularly English-speaking countries. Inequality 
in access is, therefore, also a major concern. In the media sector this is also 

further widening the existing competitional divide between smaller and 

larger media organisations, which puts media diversity at risk.
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Societal Concern #4
Labour displacements, monitoring,
and professional control

AI is often discussed in terms of the risk of labour displacement. In 
the media sector the effects of AI on existing jobs remain limited, 
although some examples of displacement are emerging. AI also 

induces new power asymmetries between employees and employers as 

metrics and monitoring practices are becoming more common. Last, AI 

is transforming existing media practices (e.g., genres and formats) and 

challenging the professional control and oversight of both production 

and distribution practices.
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Societal Concern #5
Privacy, transparency,
accountability and liability

The privacy discussion regarding AI for media relate mostly to data 
privacy, where the conflict between commercial and democratic 
ideals intersects. Media organisations must consider their responsibility 

regarding data privacy models and new best practices of responsible 

data practices are needed. The transparency discussion is currently 

focused on the practices of disclosure that media organisations currently 

employ and how streamlining is needed to ensure better transparency in 

the media landscape. Accountability is mainly discussed in relation to how 

and where to place responsibility as new actors enter the media 

landscape with the use of AI (e.g., service providers of AI).
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Societal Concern #6
Manipulation and mis-and disinformation 
as an institutional threat
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The threat of manipulation is highly present in the discussion 
of AI and media as well as in society as large through 
concepts such as ‘fake news’. In the media sector specifically, much 

discussion centre on how other actors through the manipulation of content 

(e.g., deep fakes) or by affecting modes of distribution (e.g., bots) can 

manipulate the public opinion. As media continue to serve and important 

role in society as trusted sources of information, the negative effects this 

might have on the trustworthiness of media is significant. As a core actor 

in the fight against disinformation, the development of tools to support the 

work of media professionals is important.
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